
what is the nature of love
  

i say nature instead of meaning because we ascribe meaning to things, our own personal biases can
twist and mould meaning until it is almost unrecognisable, whereas the nature of something is the
object reality, it is simply the form it has taken at that point in space and time. 

  
some say love is nothing more than a projection of our imagination, just a biochemical reaction or a
series of thought processes swindling our common senses. i say love is a force, an ever present
undeniable energy. i have at times filled my life with this energy in different forms, love for family, for
friends but the most powerful energy is the love that connects kindred souls. 

  
it is in this connection, for the first time i felt truly alive. i didnt notice i was sleeping, until she woke
me. it didnt happen right away, it wasnt the first kiss or love at first sight as hollywood and television
has so vehemently commercialised, it was just another ordinary day, i sat on the couch waiting for her,
i cant remember why but i felt allittle sad at the time, for some unrelated reason or other. when she
came into the room she immediatly recognised i was feeling down, she asked "whats wrong"and i
shook my head and said "nothing". she wasnt fooled and without missing a beat she jumped into my
lap wrapped her arms around me, enveloping me in the best dam hug iv ever had. in that instant all the
pain burned away, i was left with only joy and i started to laugh, i couldnt stop myself from smiling and
i hugged her back, suddenly so grateful. such a simple gesture yet incredibly powerful, i dont think she
ever realised the profound effect that had on me. i thought i loved her but i realised in that moment
how naive i was. that i had no idea what love is and i had so much more to experience of this energy,
that could blow away sadness like it was nothing more than a few broken twigs in a hurricane, like
nature itself i was powerless to resist.

  
and again, like nature, this powerful force deserves our respect, for as it lifts us higher we easily forget
to look down and appreciate how far we have to fall, and i fell far but nearly 6 years on and im still
aware of the footprints she left in my heart. still remember that moment like it was yesterday

  
so what is the nature of love? love is an energy we radiate in the moment. it is not something we fall
into or create, it is a state of unselfish being that allows us to feel and share what is always present,
inside all of us. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


